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ABSTRACT

Beside addressing the emergency, design practice and research could focus on how COVID-19 is influencing existing trends in order to strategically plan for a post-pandemic phase where the "new normality" means living in ecological and socio-economic crises. This article focuses on what the pandemic crisis teaches us on the issue of local communities and related digital technologies. How can we design for and with the new kind of communities emerging because of COVID-19? The background of this research is the experimentation and research at the intersection of two themes (as they were before the COVID-19 crisis): the construction of communities related to the place where they are located (community of place), and the design of enabling platforms of re-localizing processes (place-making infrastructure). The article draws an overview of the changes that the pandemic has brought to communities, the emerging hybrid communities of the new normality (i.e., communities before, during and after COVID-19). Finally, it proposes 10 design guidelines for the development of resilient, fair and open platforms supporting and assessing the new emerging hybrid communities and their distributed activities (i.e., platforms for communities after COVID-19).
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INTRODUCTION

After a handful of months since its start, the COVID-19 pandemic has already had a huge influence on society, so much that expectations are that its impact will be long lasting on several dimensions. Beside addressing the emergency, design practice and research could focus on how COVID-19 is influencing existing trends in order to strategically plan for a new post-pandemic phase: the one that is frequently called the "new normal", even though it should be clear that this will be the "normality" of living in the ecological and socio-economic crisis.

The emerging questions are: How can we design for and with the new kind of communities emerging because of COVID-19? How can we design the infrastructures necessary for supporting the new activities of such new communities?

The background of this research is the experimentation and research at the intersection of two themes (as they were before the COVID-19 crisis): the construction of communities related to the place where they are located (community of place), and the design of enabling platforms of re-localizing processes (place-making and community-building platforms). This article thus focuses on what the pandemic crisis teaches us on the issue of local communities and how digital technologies, infrastructures, and platforms can support them in becoming...
hybrid communities of place, a concept we introduce here together with 10 design guidelines for designing platforms for them.

The COVID-19 is a pandemic and therefore a global phenomenon; however, we, the authors of this article, write about it from our experience from Southern Europe, between Italy and Spain. The perspective of the article and of the design guidelines should be thus contextualized in such experience and local worldviews.

1. WHERE WE WERE AT: CONFLICTING TRENDS IN THE ECOLOGICAL CRISIS

1.1. Trends and Counter Trends

The pre-pandemic scenario can be characterized as the clash between different forces and different trends: the dominant macro trend towards neoliberal globalization (T1), as understood in recent decades and various counter-trends that, in different ways, have opposed T1. In turn, these trends can be placed in two very different (and in their own way opposed) areas of political action: reactionary anti-globalism (T2), which is based on identity, racist, denialist positions. And the alter-globalism for sustainability (T3), which expresses a high degree of awareness of the ongoing social, environmental and political emergency which sees opposition to T1 and T2 as necessary steps to move towards sustainability.

It should also be said that T1 and T2 are the dominant trends today, fuelled by enormous economic and political interests. Conversely, T3 is generated by a multiplicity of actors, in an arc that has included and includes numbers and different political movements (from the World Social Forum, at the beginning of the century, to Friday for the Future and Extinction Rebellion, to new Green parties in Europe and at the Black Lives Matter, in the USA and worldwide) and, generally, all the people who have adopted ways of being and doing in opposition to T1 and T2. Considered as a whole, these people, groups and organizations, in the past two decades, have produced a large wave of social innovation.

1.2. A choice of field and a point of view

In order to translate it into lines of research, two other important choices had been made in the framework proposed. The first is a choice of field: we will consider the clash between these different trends starting from the point of view of those who have decided to work for the success of T3. This choice of field has a political value which will not be discussed here, but which it is right to declare upstream of any other argument. The second choice concerns the point of view to be adopted. Given the wide range of interventions that can and must be done to support T3, we decided to deal with those relating to the daily dimension of the experience. In other words, how people can be motivated and able to work for the regeneration of society, starting from the reconstruction of communities and places. And how technology can hopefully support them.

Since T1 presented itself as the intertwining of individualization, virtualization and delocalization, T3 was driven by, and in turn promoted, opposing tendencies which can be summarized as the creation of new forms of community, new relationships with places and new ways of relating the physical and digital worlds. It is also necessary that these lines of action of T3 are not only alternatives to T1, of course, but also to T2. Communities and places referred to in T3 must not become the closed and reactionary entities that populate
the rhetoric and practices of T2. There is a keyword which, in our opinion, indicates the direction to follow, "openness" of approaches and communities.

1.3. Communities of place and enabling digital platforms

In the pre-COVID-19 situation, therefore, the theme on which we were working, and which is therefore the background from which this article arises, is placed in the context of the conflicts now described, placing itself at the intersection of two areas of research and experimentation: that of (C1) building community of place and that of (C2) digital platforms that can make them more probable and possible.

For us, the roots of the concept of communities of place (C1) are double. On one side there are the works on the city done, first of all, by Jane Jacobs (1992) and then by Henri Lefebvre, Charles Landry, David Harvey, Richard Sennett. On the other side, there are the work done on design for social innovation on Creative Communities and by several labs of the DESIS Network.

In our perspective, digital platforms (C2) are considered not only as a set of technologies, innovations or business models but for their ability of enabling distributed collaborative networks that extends the common discussions supported by ICT towards activities that are both local and online with Digital Social Innovation initiatives (Bria 2015). This consideration emerged from Participatory Design and New Media, especially from the concepts of enabling solutions, infrastructuring and meta-design. Here meta-design can be considered as an activity and approach (how), infrastructuring as a long-term strategy (when), platform as the technology being designed (what), enabling solutions as the goal (what for).

2. WHAT WE OBSERVED: MICRO-SOCIABILITY AND ONLINE LIFE

2.1. Re-localization: re-centering on territories

After decades in which, in the name of globalization, connectivity, virtualization, and of what appeared to be the economic convenience, those in power operated as if the territory did not exist, today, many people and entire institutions seem to have noticed its importance. That is, the fact that we and our human affairs are inevitably immersed in a physical, local, complex space. This observation should lead us to propose regenerative strategies (based on the reconstruction of the relationship between human beings and the places where they live) with more force and more chance of success.

2.2. Micro-sociability

For many people, the lockdown period meant the (re)discovery of micro-sociability. That is, the value of getting in touch with those who live really close, in the same building and/or in the same street. Therefore, we have seen this type of sociality emerge everywhere: there have been those who organized themselves to help the elderly or people in isolation. There were public bodies and voluntary associations that coordinated hyper-local initiatives. There were local stores that sent groceries home to those neighbors who were unable to move. There have been bookstores that found ways to support local cultural activities. This
observation should lead us to reflect on the issue of proximity (physical and otherwise) and its role in social innovation due to the importance of being local.

2.3. Shifting to more online activities

With the lockdown, a large number of people have been forced to overcome the threshold of practical and psychological difficulties in the use of digital technologies and online services in sectors previously not practiced. The result has been that many have begun to consider it “normal” to do online activities that, before, were considered to be normal in the physical world. In the past decades the local/physical dimension and the digital/online dimension have never been completely separated and have been instead more integrated and their interface and influences continuously negotiated. What we are witnessing now is indeed a shift of the balance towards the digital/online dimension: the “platformization” of the Web and of businesses, the rise of the platform as the dominant infrastructural and economic model, was an important trend even before the COVID-19 pandemic. What has happened during 2020, is that platforms have become even more central to many more people, at least in Western countries, as the main way for people in isolation to reach other people and resources, now even more distant than before.

3. WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT: CHARACTERS OF THE NEW NORMALITY

3.1. New normality means resilience

After COVID-19, the new normality we will be in when the health emergency is overcome, will see other emergencies arising and communities should then be able tackle them. First of all, the social and economic ones, and then the climatic and ecological ones. Therefore, the goal of building a resilient society is not only dictated by the risk that, sooner or later, a catastrophe will occur in the form we have known so far. But also, from the concrete possibility of an unprecedented series of social, ecological and climatic disasters connected to each other. Which means that whatever we think of the society of the future, it will have to be resilient: the capability of a system to cope with stress and failure without breaking down and, more importantly in relation to socio-technical systems, to learn from experience. During an emergency, when normal practices and top-down communication flows collapse, citizens who know each other and their places have demonstrated to be resilient by being able to self-organize and successfully use resources in adapting to the new situation. For this reason, resilience should be considered a fundamental characteristic of any future society. The calamities of the past and the recent one lead us to say that the discussion on resilience, and in particular on social resilience, tends to coincide with that of the construction of an open and diverse society, rooted in the territory and rich in social forms. There is an extensive literature on the issue of social resilience of communities in the face of various types of catastrophes, coherently with

3.2. New normality means hybrid communities

We have observed that unprecedented practice of social distancing had, as a more evident effect, the search for online sociality, with both positive and negative implications. Online/digital technologies can have opposite effects: they can push towards an increasing
de-localization, individualization and virtualization. They can include also the neoliberal self-exploitation under the illusion that we are fulfilling ourselves towards the maximization of productivity and efficiency, a typical trait of T1. Or they can go in the opposite direction (T3) supporting new place and community building processes.

The hypothesis here is that the same energy that now pushes many people to go online could lead them to build “localized open networks”: online and offline interactions that, in the post-COVID-19 period, could continue and prosper generating unprecedented hybrid communities of place. That is, communities that live in hybrid, physical-digital spaces, where the latter (the digital spaces) supports the former (the physical ones). And where places refer not only to us, the humans, but also to all the other living and non-living entities that, with us, constitute the web of life. Doing so means to cultivate in the digital space only (or at least mainly) relationships in-between “neighbors”. That is, in-between a well-defined and localized group of interlocutors.

3.3. Re-placing vs. displacing technologies

Social resilience requires the existence of groups of people who interact and collaborate in a physical context that they know so that they can self-organize and solve problems during a crisis. In other words, resilience requires communities of place. We consider that the disruptive potential of digital technologies should be taken into account when designing platforms not by supporting activities that disrupt the social fabric of communities, but instead by supporting activities that enable communities in becoming hybrid ones. Design initiatives should aim at developing platforms that strengthen the relationship of people and communities with their places instead of focusing only on a digital dimension disconnected and disengaged from territories. That is, we need re-placing technologies (that re-create or reinforce the connections between people and physical places thanks to digital spaces) and not displacing ones (that moves people and their relationships out of physical places towards only digital spaces). More than merely counterposing replacing with displacing, we stress how such technologies should be also re-placing with the idea that they should increase the importance, role and focus on physical places in digital technologies.

4. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR PLATFORMS FOR HYBRID COMMUNITIES OF PLACE

The platforms we consider in this article should support collaborative community building and place making processes in opposition to both the present dominant trends (T1 and T2). That is, they should not just avoid disruption of social relationships and place culture, but they should contribute to create or re-create new (hybrid) communities with a new sense of (hybrid) place, with communities being not displaced but re-placed by a new hybrid digital/physical place. Therefore, the criteria for considering the design of a technology displacing or re-placing should be based on the quality of social relationships and connections between people and places that are enabled and supported.

We thus propose in this section 10 design guidelines (DG), broad guidelines for designers developing digital platforms. The scope of such guidelines is not to provide a prescriptive and concrete guidance for implementing readymade and tested strategies and components. Instead, such guidelines should be considered as a list of challenges that aim at provoking designers to rethink first a) how platforms could support hybrid communities and then b) to
translate such guidelines into the specific platforms and contexts by supporting communities’ particular worldviews, cultural differences and material gaps while c) discussing with communities’ what a hybrid community would mean and entail for each of them, considering their cultures, worldviews and present material conditions. Rather than predefined instructions and checklists to be followed, these guidelines are more open questions and challenges to be considered in order to support communities’ particular worldviews during this symbolic adaptation to hybrid communities.

DG01. How could we design platforms as capable of supporting hybrid communities in developing activities and social relationships that make them resilient?

The dominant trend T1, so far has gone in the direction of a society of individuals, with the reduction of the number and diversity of social forms, which leads to the impoverishment and desertification of the social ecosystem. And a desertified ecosystem is, by its nature, a fragile ecosystem. Such reduction diversity of social form is a relevant critical point of current platforms, which tends to replicate and promote everywhere a single worldview that originated in a specific place and culture, typically from Silicon Valley. This is an inheritance of the conventional universalism of digital culture: the vision of the Web as a single and same global community undifferentiated for everyone, everywhere. Historically, such vision has been of a place agnosticism attitude to digital media, that sees local cultures and places as irrelevant to digital spaces. There is now a growing interest in developing platforms that are instead more in line with local worldviews instead of a single worldview promoted everywhere by horizontally connecting communities with initiatives that valorize local diversities and connect them globally.

DG02. How could we design platforms that valorize and support a pluriverse of people and places and their local worldviews?

The traditional utopian vision of the web as a universal space feared balkanization as the ultimate menace. But despite global connectivity, groups already self-organize at multiple scales but in fragmented ways, with clear geographical borders that are consistent between physical and virtual spaces that reinforce the diversity of individuals and groups. That is, diversity, clusters and differentiation already exist in society; platforms might be reachable everywhere but tends to have more users in some places than others. As a consequence, the awareness of the existence of a plurality of local worldviews should be sought, including by designers themselves, who should understand how their local worldview might affect the platforms they design in order to support a new pluriverse of hybrid worldviews instead of displacing local worldviews with a single one.

DG03. How can we designers be aware of our own communities, places and worldviews, and how they all influence our designing of platforms for hybrid communities?

The past catastrophes experiences also tell us that a community is resilient not (or not only) because it has some places and some specialized organizations (that is, places and organizations specifically dedicated to the post catastrophe activities that, therefore, in normal times, await empty and unused the “hour x”). It is resilient mainly because there are groups of people, places and infrastructures that are operational every day for other purposes. And that, if “hour x” arrives, they become available to do other things with the same resources, avoiding a strict specialization.
DG04. How could we design platforms that favor redundancy of activities and resources over specialization in order to support multiple activities and actors?

But, in order for this to happen, these same places and their related organizations (neighborhood associations and their offices, sports centers, churches, warehouses, shops, and the people who refer to them daily) must have the possibility and the ability to do it. Which means they should have flexibility in the physical structures and organizations that deal with them. The dominant trend in contemporary societies is not only the desertification mentioned above, but it is also hyper-specialization: places, infrastructures and organizations are designed to do with maximum efficiency only what, at that moment, is most convenient. But we know that the exasperated search for efficiency leads to hyper-specialization and to fragility.

DG05. How could we design platforms that favor flexibility of activities and resources and their re-distribution over multiple activities, and places?

If we want to support hybrid communities in being resilient, we need to consider how the platforms themselves can be made resilient i.e., that they have an architecture and underlying infrastructure and management that makes them always available and ready to fix problems and adapt their features quickly. For example, peer-to-peer, distributed, mesh networks architecture might contribute towards avoiding a failure in their accessibility.

DG06. How could we design platforms that are themselves resilient in order to continuously and fully support hybrid communities in being resilient?

Furthermore, another consideration that should be made is that such platforms should be then fair, open and democratic, in order to guarantee that they are fit for the communities and that they are empowered and not just mere end-users of such platforms. One of the risks emerging in the pandemic is that contact tracing apps might become the new normal with the trends of the increasing surveillance capitalism. Together with this, opacity of platforms should be avoided through open source software and practices, and power dynamics and influences should be checked.

DG07. How could we design platforms that are open, fair, transparent and democratic towards the hybrid communities they support?

Finally, a design that works at building the infrastructure that enables new kind of communities should also be assessed if and how it reaches such goal. That is, the implementation of a new design practice should also coupled with the assessment of its impact: the assessment of the impact of design activities is still largely an unexplored field, that has been mapped so far only in its economic or innovation dimensions. Such assessment should be developed along further dimensions, adopting approaches, for example, that focus not only on resilience but at least also on social impact, well-being, urban health, SDGs.

DG08. How could we assess the social, environmental, economic impact of the platforms that support hybrid communities, while considering their resilience and well-being?

Such approaches already provide several frameworks for analyzing impact along these dimensions; they mainly are, however, research tools that can be adopted only by researchers, and communities can hardly access nor know how to use them. It is thus necessary to design tools and systems that make the measurements and visualize them in a
way that each specific community can understand the impact. Considering the ability of platforms in automatizing processes, collecting data from different sources and provide interactive visualizations, such frameworks could be consolidated into composite indicators and integrated directly within the platforms.

DG09. How could we contribute assessment tools to be integrated directly into the platforms that support hybrid communities?

Furthermore, it should be noted how such impact assessment does not take place at the level of single initiatives, but at platform level, and therefore at a larger, system scale. The integration of assessment tools would then provide an overview of the impact of both single communities and initiatives and of larger systems as well. The impact of designing for hybrid communities should be assessed on platforms themselves and on the initiatives supported by platforms, which enable then to map impact of design at a larger scale. This also leads to the possibility of using such assessment not only for verifying the impact of designing activities, but also to do a validation of the models adopted for understanding resilience and hybrid communities i.e., to assess the strategic approach behind the designing activities as well. In order to do this, the communities should be engaged in this validation too, to see if the worldviews of designers and platforms are aligned with their one.

DG10. How could we engage hybrid communities in the validation of the impact assessment of their platforms in terms of impact and of validity of the models adopted?

5. CONCLUSIONS

The COVID-19 situation has not only disrupted many systems and processes, but also strengthened existing trends: this article focuses on how platforms could integrate and support the increasing move towards online spaces and activities of local (now hybrid) communities, and their ability and needs for becoming resilient. On this ground, design for social innovation could and should play an important role in supporting such hybrid communities in becoming resilient in their activities following the new proxemics. In order for this to be possible, two preconditions are necessary: (1) it must be prevented that, as long as these physical distancing rules are in place, they push people towards isolation (effectively reinforcing hyper-individualism and the solitude of T1 or closed pseudo-communities of T2). And it is necessary that (2) the communities that are produced have the necessary resilience to face the traumatic events that, in any case, will occur in the future. We expect thus a new generation of platforms capable of supporting the reorganization and redistribution of infrastructures and activities compatible with the new rules – another step towards designing distributed systems. Along this direction, in this article we proposed 10 design guidelines for designing platforms that are resilient, fair, inclusive and that fosters local relationships, sense of place, culture and worldview; finally, assessing the impact of such platforms should also be not an afterthought but a design strategy. Future research should implement such guidelines into concrete platforms, test them with hybrid communities and develop them further.
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